Bytom Global Dev Competition
Preliminary
Preliminary Rules
1.After signed up

implement codes according to preliminary

requirements.
2.Since August 15th
preliminary

entries can submit result online. In the

every team has three chances of submitting. If

entries submit times in one day

new version will cover the

former version. As for submitting channel

refer to the

competition website.
3. The deadline for preliminary is October 28th 6:00pm
Time

Beijing

you can't submit your project beyond the deadline. The

evaluation standard will be announced on the official website in
advance, and the final score of the preliminary contest will be
announced on November 07.
4. Finish the preliminary task and enter the final through
evaluation. The qualification confirmation and final guidance will
be sent to the corresponding team leader via email.
5. The top 16 teams with the highest scores will reach the final.

Preliminary Reward

1500BTM is awarded for all items that have been registered,
submitted and selected.

Requirements
Submit a form with links to entries

Links
https://goo.gl/forms/yGxrFJc8Xck9zuvY2

Refer to the upload site
https://gitee.com/events/BGDC
https://github.com/
1.Each participant group should include no more than five
members. Individual participants can team up freely, but every
one can only join one group and cannot enter the competition
repeatedly.
2.Entries must be completed independently. No cheating or
infringement of intellectual property is allowed. Entrants failing
in doing so will be disqualified.
3.Projects must be built on Bytom ecosystem or Bytom smart
contract.
4. Entrants

submit project based on Bytom. After being

reviewed by the Organizing Committee, it will be selected to
enter the competition for further improvement.
5. Before entry submission is closed, entrants can keep
improving their works, but cannot change the topic. The final
entry should be based on the latest version submitted before the
submission deadline.(If there are important reasons that cannot
be submitted before the deadline, please contact the official in
advance, but no later than Nov.3, so as not to affect the official
final list.)
6. Entries must be submitted in the prescribed form. Otherwise
they will be phased out directly.Please upload your codes on
GitHub.
7.Anyone belonging to the organizers of the Event and members
of judgement cannot take part in the competition.

Judging Rules
Blockchain Adoption
All entries must be built on Bytom smart contracts while fully
embodying the value and advantage of Blockchain technology
and proving that the Blockchain technology is definitely
irreplaceable when compared with the solutions based on the
traditional technology.

Technology Implementation
The smart contract projects should feature rational design and
complete functional design. Its stable operation is absolutely a
guarantee for efficiency and quality. Moreover, it is designed
with sufficient safety and protection mechanism.

Commercial Value
If entries presents great commercial value, they can be
commercialized

directly

as

representatives

of

industry

application for potential profitability.

Creativity
Compared with those mature solutions in the industry, entries
should illustrate innovation and creativity with better
performance.

Product Design
The interactive design should be reasonable so that customers
can easily understand and use, thus achieving a better user
experience.

